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THE CAUCHY INTEGRAL, CALDERÓN COMMUTATORS,

AND CONJUGATIONS OF SINGULAR INTEGRALS IN R"

BY

MARGARET A. M. MURRAYl

Abstract. We consider the Cauchy integral and Hubert transform for Lipschitz

domains in the Clifford algebra based on R". The Hubert transform is shown to be

the generating function for the Calderón commutators in R". We make use of an

intrinsic characterization of these commutators to obtain L2 estimates. These esti-

mates are used to show the analyticity of the Hubert transform and of the

conjugation of singular integral operators by bi-Lipschitz changes of variable in R".

1. Introduction. In this paper, we study certain singular integral operators in R",

via complex Clifford algebra. We show that some of the recent results in nonlinear

harmonic analysis have natural higher-dimensional analogues in the setting of

Clifford analysis. The primary advantage of Clifford analysis for our study is that

estimates for certain nonlinear singular integral operators in R" may now be

obtained by an intrinsic characterization of these operators. Such estimates could

previously be obtained only by using the "method of rotation" to reduce the

problem to its one-dimensional analogue. In particular, the pioneering work of

Calderón, Coifman, Mclntosh, and Meyer [3, 4] on the L2-boundedness of the

Hubert transform for Lipschitz curves in R2 has a particularly remarkable extension

to R" +l in the framework of Clifford analysis.

Let us consider the classical formulation of this problem in R2 (see [2]). Let A be a

locally integrable, real-valued function which is the primitive of a function a 6

LX(R), and suppose /e L2(R). Let T = {x + iA(x): x e R} be the Lipschitz

curve in the complex plane given by the graph of A. The Cauchy integral of fon T is

given by

(1.1) (Cf)(z) = ±-C (f[y).(   „(1 + ia{y)) dy
2t7í J_x z ~(y + iA(y))

for z e C\ T. It can be shown that the limit of (Cf)(z), as z approaches F from

above and nontangentially, is given by {(I + iHT)f(x), where / is the identity
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498 M. A. M. MURRAY

operator and Hr is the Hubert transform for the Lipschitz curve, given by

(1.2)       HTf(x) = K.v.r  -     f(j\ {l + ta(y))dy.
77        J-x x - y + i(A(x) - A(y))

It is easily seen that

(1-3) HTf=  t   ~i-l)mCn{a,(l + ia)f),
m = 0

where, for g g L2(R),

0.4)        c„,(0.g)(,) = ,.fP.v./(íM^M)"'iM„

Cm is the so-called Calderón commutator of order m; and in fact,

(1-5) Cm(a, g) - 8?(DmH),

where SA(T) = [A,T] (here and in the sequel, the same symbol will be used to

denote both a function and the operator of multiplication by that function),

D = -i(d/dx), and H is the Hubert transform. Making use of the resolvent-type

formula

1 rx   ,   „,m, .       ..,-1    <*
(1.6) DmH= --p.v. {    {tD)m(I -itD)'1

77 J   „ .»l+l

and the properties of the commutator SA, Coifman, Mclntosh and Meyer were able

to show [4] that Cm(a, ■) has the integral representation

(1.7) -r^p.v.r {(P,+ iQ,)a}m(P,+ lQl)^-,

where P, = (I + t2D2)~l, Qt= tDPr They were able to show that the integrand in

(1.7) carries a sufficiently high degree of cancellation to assure the L2 boundedness

of the integral and, in turn, the summability of the series (1.3).

The analogues of the Calderón commutators in R" are the operators of the form

(1.8) 07(A"7v,)    form even,       6™(Am)    for m odd,

where A g Ll]oc(R") has a bounded gradient, A = (-A)1/2 and Rj is they'th Riesz

transform. Coifman, Mclntosh and Meyer have shown that commutators of this type

are bounded operators on L2(R"); their proof (see [4]) is by reduction to the

one-dimensional case.

In this paper we consider the commutators (1.8) from the perspective of function

theory in a Clifford algebra. In this context the so-called regular (or monogenic)

functions play the role of the analytic functions in complex function theory, and a

Cauchy integral formula obtains for such functions. In §2 we define the Clifford

algebra and establish basic notation. In §3 we consider the boundary behavior of

Cauchy integrals for C2 and minimally smooth domains, and define the Hubert

transform for Lipschitz hypersurfaces. In particular, we see that the Hubert trans-

form can be written as a series of Calderón commutators, analogous to (1.3). In §4,

we obtain an integral representation formula for the commutators, analogous to
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(1.7), which facilitates analysis of these operators. In §5, we use recent results of

Coifman, Meyer and Stein on the Tent Spaces (see [5, 6]) to prove the L2

boundedness of the Hubert transform. In §6, we consider applications of the L2

estimates. In particular, we prove the analyticity of conjugation by a bi-Lipschitz

change of variable for a broad class of Calderón-Zygmund operators.

2. Algebraic preliminaries. Let An(C) denote the complex Clifford algebra based

on C" (see [1 or 8, Chapter 4]). An(C) is a 2"-dimensional algebra generated by the

elements e0,ex,... ,e„ subject to the relations

(2.1) e0 = l,

(2.2) eJek + eke)=-2o-jk    for 1 < k, j < n.

If B = {ßx,...,ßs} is a nonempty subset of {1,...,«} with ßx < ß2< • • •  < ßs, we

write

(2-3) eB = eßeßi ■ ■ ■ eB¡

and we sete0 = e0. It is then easy to see that {eB: B c (1,...,«}} is a basis for

A„(C) as an algebra over C. If a is an arbitrary element of the algebra, we write

(2.4) a = £a8efi,
B

where the summation is taken over all subsets B of {1,... ,n} and each aB g C. We

define an involution of the algebra by setting

(2.5) ä = E«flëB,
B

where ë0 = 1, and for B =f= 0 and card B = s,

(2.6) eB=(-iy^1)/2eB.

The spaces R" and Rn + l (resp. C" and C" + 1) will be identified with the subspaces

spanned over R (resp. C) by {ex,...,en} and {e0,ex,...,e„}, respectively. An(R)

denotes the subspace of elements having only real components; i.e., a = T.BaBeB G

An(R) if and only if each aB is real. If a G An(R), we define Re a = a0.

We define an inner product on An(C) by setting

(2.7) («IyHÍL«^
/; B I B

which induces a norm

(2.8) |«|o = ( «|«)1/2.

Note that if a g An(R), then \a\20 = Re(aä);  if a G Rn + \ then \a\0 = \a\, the

ordinary Euclidean norm. We obtain an equivalent norm by defining

(2.9) \a\x = max|aB|.
B

We shall be concerned with the Hubert space Ll(R") = L2(R", A„(C)) of algebra-

valued, square-integrable functions on R", supplied with the inner product

(2-10) if\g) = f ZfBeB LgBeB) = L/   fBgB
\    B B ! B J*n
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and the induced norm

(2.11) \\f\\o.i = [nfB\\2i
\  B

We are also concerned with the Banach space Lq(R") = LX(R", A„(C)) of essen-

tially-bounded algebra-valued functions on R", with the norm

(2.12) ||/||0,00 = esssup|/(x)|0.
veR"

We have the equivalent norms

(2.13) ||/||,.2 = max||/fi||2,

(2.14) ll/IU., = max HAIL.
B

Note that L2(R",C) and LX(R",C) may be viewed as subspaces of Ll(R") and

L^(R") by associating each scalar function/to the algebra-valued function fe0.

We introduce the following differential operators. If /is a differentiable, algebra-

valued function on an open subset of R"+1, we define

(2.15) ¿tf/= ¿E|£v-.
/ = 0   B   0XJ

(2.16) 9*f- ¿L^e^.
/=0   B   °XJ

We shall sometimes write S>0 = 3>q. Similarly, if g is a differentiable, algebra-valued

function on an open subset of R", we define

(2.17) a>Ls-®%- £l|tV«-
7=1   B    0XJ

S>¿, <2¡* are analogues of the Cauchy-Riemann operator, while 3> is an embedding of

the gradient in R" into the algebra.

For 1 <j < n, we set Dy = -id/dx¿. We set A2 = -A = S)2, so that they'th Riesz

transform is given by R, = iD.A'1. For/ g ¿f(R"), we define the Fourier transform

according to the normalization

(2.18) /(£) = f   e-lx(f(x)dx

so that we obtain

(2.19) (DJfY(è) = èim)-

(2.20) (A/)"U)-|«|/(0.

(2.21) (RJfY(è) = ^\è\-lfU).

If we set 9¿ = 3¡A~\ then for/g £f(Rn, A„(C)), we have

n

(2.22) 9tf= £ Y.RjtejeB.

V"*
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We observe that, if m is a nonnegative integer,

(2 231 ®"'ât=(A"'®'     m even,

[     i} \A">,        m odd.

3. Cauchy integrals. The main results of advanced calculus—the theorems of

Green and Stokes—have natural extensions to the setting of Clifford analysis, and

they serve as the underpinning for the development of function theory in Clifford

algebras (see [1 and 8, Chapter 4]). The Clifford algebra analogue of analytic

functions are the so-called regular (or monogenic) functions.

Definition. Let Q, Q R" + l be open and let / g Cl(iï, A„(C)). We say that / is

left-regular (resp. right-regular) in Q if and only if 2^f = 0 (resp. 3)fff = 0) in £2.

Many of the results of analytic function theory have direct analogues in terms of

regular functions. Of particular concern to us here is the Cauchy integral formula.

We begin with some notation; set

(3.1) dx = dx0 A dxx A  • • • A dx„,

n

(3.2) da(x) = £ (-1) V-V
7 = 0

(3.3) dxj = dx0 A dxx A  • ■ ■ A dx¡_x A dx) + x A  • • • A dxn.

For each x G R" + l, we define the function Ex on R" + l by

(3.4) Ex(u) = —-U~X  ,,       uœR" + \
x     '     <Vi \u-x\" + l

where co„ + 1 is the surface area of the unit sphere in R" + l. We observe that Ex is both

left- and right-regular in R" + l\ {x}, and we have the following Cauchy integral

formula.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose ñ is an open region in R" + 1 and let S £ ß be an (n + 1)-

dimensional, compact, differentiable, oriented manifold-with-boundary. Suppose, more-

over, that f is left-regular and g is right-regular in il. Then for each interior point x of S,

(3.5) /(*)= /   Ex(u)do(u)f(u),

(3.6) g(x)= [   g(u)do(u)Ex(u).
JdS

For a proof, see [1 or 8].

Now let us consider the boundary behavior of Cauchy integrals on smooth

domains. Henceforth we shall consider Cauchy integrals for left-regular functions;

the case of right-regular functions is completely analogous. We first establish some

notation. Let S be a bounded open subset of R" + 1 such that the boundary, dS, is C2,

and such that 35 = d(R" + l \ S), where 5 denotes the closure of S. For each point

x g dS, we let v(x) denote the outer unit normal to dS at the point x. Now suppose
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g is a continuous function on 95 taking values in A„(C). If x g R" + 1\dS, we

define

(3.7) G(x)= í Ex(u)da(u)g(u).
JdS

We extend the kernel Ex(u) to the boundary in the usual way. For e > 0, let Bc(x)

be the sphere of radius e centered at x, and set re = dS\(Be(x) n 35). Then, for

x g 35, we define

(3.8) Kg{x) = f   Ex(u) do(u)g(u) = lim [ Ex(u) da(u)g(u);
JdS e — o^rt

i.e., the integral is taken in the principal value sense on the boundary. G(x) is the

Cauchy integral of the function g at the point x, and is evidently left-regular in

R" + l \ 35. We have the following result.

Theorem 3.2. Let g: 35 -* A„(C) satisfy a Lipschitz condition of order a for some

a g   (0,1], and let G be defined onRn + l\dS by (3.7). Then

(3.9) lim G(x +tv(x)) = {\I + K)g{x),
r-»0-

(3.10) lim G{x + tv{x))= (-\I + K)g(x),
i->0 +

where K is defined by (3.8).

Proof. The proof is entirely analogous to that of Theorem 3.22 of [7]. We begin

by observing that

11 if* g 5,

(3.11) j   Ex(u) da(u) = ¡0 ifx^Rn+l\S,

35 (1/2    if* g 35,

which is a relatively straightforward consequence of the Cauchy integral formula and

Cauchy's Theorem (cf. Corollary 9.3 of [1]; see also Proposition 3.19 of [7]). Now let

x g 35. If |?| is sufficiently small, we have, by (3.11),

(3.12)

G(x + tv(x))=f   Ex + tHx){u)da{u){g{u)-g(x))+g{x)    for t < 0,

(3.13) G{x + tv(x))= ¡   Ex + lv{x)(u)do(u){g(u)-g{x))    for t > 0.
J9S

By virtue of the smoothness assumption on g and (3.11), we have

(3.14) lim/"   Ex + tP(x)(u) do(u)(g(u) - g(x)) = Kg(x) - \g(x)

and the result follows.    Q.E.D.

Next, let us consider Cauchy integrals defined on certain noncompact hyper-

surfaces in R" + 1. Specifically, suppose A: R" -» R satisfies a Lipschitz condition of
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order 1 (i.e., a = 3¡A G U°(Rn, R")) and let T denote its graph: T = {(A(x), x):

x G R"}. The hypersurface T divides Rn + 1 into two regions:

(3.15) ß + = {(x0,x):x^R",x0>A(x)},

(3.16) ß~ = {(x0,x):x<=Rn,x0<A(x)}.

To each function/0 on T we may associate a function/on R" as follows: define /¡:
R„ + \ _+ Rn + \hy

(3.17) A(*o»*)- (x0 + A{x),x)   forjc0GÄ,xeÄ".

Then define / to be the restriction of f0 ° h to /?", i.e. f(x) = f0(A(x), x). We then

define the Cauchy integral of fon T by

(3.18) CJ(x') = ( Ex,{u) da{u)f0{u),       x' G ß\

(3.19) Cf{x')= - ( Ex,{u)do{u)f0{u),       x'eß-,

where, in each case, T is given the orientation induced by ß +. It is easy to see that

(3.20) C+/(*') = -M    ,   r~~y-f^„ + xil-a{y))f{y)dy,
"» + i JRn \x  - y - A(y)\" + l

and an analogous formula holds for CJ.

Suppose, for example, that/ g C0°°(ä", A„(C)) and A g C2(R", R). It is easy to

see that C+/(resp. C_f) defines a left-regular function on ß+ (resp. ß"). Moreover, if

x g R" and ~n(x) denotes the inner normal to T at (x, A(x)), then, by Theorem 3.2,

(3.21) lim CJ(tV(x) + A(x), x) = \f(x) + \HTf(x),
;->0 +

(3.22) lim CJ{tV{x) + A{x), x) = \f(x) - \HTf{x),
i —o-

where

(3.23) Hrf{x)= lim HTJ{x),
f^0

(3.24)

HrJix)

«„+1 J\x-y\>s    [{x _ j,|2 + tAtx) _ ^(^))2](" + 1)/2

Hrf(x) is called the Hilbert transform of f at x for the hypersurface T, and HT e is

called the truncated Hilbert transform.

In fact, we can relax the condition on the smoothness of A considerably. Suppose

A is merely Lipschitz. Choose positive constants t, e for which the truncated cone

(3.25)    V{x) = {/ G R" + 1: T > (/ - x - A{x)) ■ V(x) > t\y' - x - A{x)\)

is contained entirely within ß+ for all x g R". As in the dissertation of Verchota [12]

it can be seen without difficulty that the nontangential limit of C+f,

(3-26) limn.t.   C+f{y')=       lim       Cj{y'),
y'^(Axx),x) yeV(x)

y'^(A(x),x)

when it exists, is equal to \f(x) + \Hvf(x) almost everywhere.
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A necessary and sufficient condition, therefore, for / to be the boundary value of

its Cauchy integral in ß+ (resp. ß") is that/ = HTf (xesp. f = -HTf).

It is not at all difficult to see that

(3-27) Hrf=   £  ~Cm(a,(l-a)f),
m = 0

where

(3.28)

,    .        r I A(x) - A(y) \m    x-y       ,   .   ,
Y(m)p.v.J  y       {x_yl       j   lx_y]n + 1SÍy)dy,        m even,

t    ,        Í lA{x)-A{y)\m      1        ,   .   .
(WW (       \x-y\       )   \x-^r8iy)d^ m0dd

and

(3,9) r{m).t»^±m,

where k = [m/2], the greatest integer function at m/2. An elementary but tedious

computation (see [10, Chapter 3]) shows that

(3.30) Cm{a,-) = 8Z(2m9¿),

where, for an operator T, 8A(T) = [A, T], and, by abuse of notation, A is allowed to

signify the operator of pointwise multiplication by A. Cm shall be called the Calderón

commutator of order m for R". As in the one-dimensional case, we have see that the

Hubert transform for T is the generating function for these commutators.

4. Representation formulas for the Hubert transform and Calderón commutators.

We shall obtain L2 estimates for the Calderón commutators in terms of the L2 norm

of / and the L°° norm of a; it suffices to establish these estimates under the

assumption that both / and A are infinitely differentiable functions with compact

support. We shall first obtain integral representations for the commutators, and then

apply the methods of multilinear analysis to obtain L2 estimates.

Suppose that /0 is the boundary value of a function U0 which is left-regular in ß +,

and set U = U0°h, f = f0°h, where h is defined by (3.17). Let Vh denote the

operator of composition by h, and Vkl its inverse. We must have

(4.1) Vh%Vh~xU=0, lim   U(x0,x)=f(x).

An elementary computation shows that

(4.2) Vh$>0Vh-lU = S>U+(l-a)^-

so that we must have

(4.3) ^ = -^—9U, lim   U(x0,x)=f(x).
ôx0           1 - a                ao->o +
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The problem is solved by setting

(4.4) U{x0, x) = exp[-x0{l - a)-l2)\f{x);

proceeding formally, we have

(4.5) exp[-x0(l -a)-x9)\f= —p.v.T eix^'(l - it(l -a)~lS)~lf^-.

As x0 -» 0 + , we obtain

(4.6) /=^p.v./^(/-i7(l-«r^)"1/f.

But we have already seen that / is the boundary value of its Cauchy integral if and

only if /= Hrf. We claim that, in fact, if/is any function in Cxf(R", A„(C)), we

may write

(4.7) HTf= ¿p.v.jT (/ - it{l - a)-1^)"1/f.

It is easily seen that the right-hand side of (4.7) is equal to

(4.8) £  ¿p.v./     [(I-itS)-'a\m{I-it3)-\\-a)f^
0*7* "— rf, '00

so that, in view of (3.27) and (3.30), our claim holds if and only if for every

A g C0°°(/<", R) and every g g C0°°(ä", A„(C)),

(4.9) 8An(3m9¿)g= —p.v.T Ul - it9yla]m(I - it®Ylg — .
77. J_x t

In fact, we will establish (4.9) for complex-valued A.

If we set P, = (I + t2A2yl and Q, = t2Pt, we obtain (/ + it3>)~x = P, + iQ„ so

that (4.9) becomes

(4.10) 8"A\®">9t)g = ^P-v./00 [(/>, + iQ,)a\m(P, + iQ,)g^.
77Í J_œ I

To prove the equality (4.10), we begin by observing that

(4.11) <*- ¿p.v.jT {P, + iQ,) f - ¿j[" {(P, + iQ,)-iP, - iß,)} f.
so that

(4.12) »-a- i7p.v./j^)m(P,+ iô,)^T

Consequently,

(4.13) &X(9»<X) = ¿p.v./00 5;-((^)"'(^, + iß,)) ~
"' •'-oo t

= ¿ jf" S;'((^)"'(P, + iQ,)-(t9)m(P, - iQ,)) ß^.
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It is not difficult to show that 8A is a derivation of the algebra of continuous linear

operators on the Schwartz class¿V(Rn, A„(C)). Moreover, all of the properties of 8A

as a derivation of the algebra of continuous linear operators on ¿f(R,C), enu-

merated in [4], have analogues in the Clifford algebra setting. In particular, it is

easily seen that

(4.14) 8Z{{t®)m{P, + iQ,)) = tmm\{(P[+iQ,)a}m{Pt+iQt),

(4.15) 8A"{(t@)m{P, - iQ,)) = tmm\{(P, - iQt)a}m(P, - iQ,),

whence we obtain

Theorem 4.1. If g e Cf(R", A„(C)), A g C™(R", C), and a = 2>A, then

(4.16) cja,g)=^p.v.r [(P, + iQ,)a]m(P, + iQ,)g^-
Til •'-oo I

= ̂ f {liPi + iQMmiPt + iQ,)
Ttl  J0

-\(P,-iQ,)a\m{P,-iQ,)}gj.

Moreover, if A G C{f(R", R)andf<= CLf(R", A„(C)),

(4.17) Hrf= ^P-V.f_l (/■-/*(!-fl)"1^1/*.

Following [4], we may write

(4.18) Cm(a,■)="-[        £        (^,r-J2>pV) + 2/    £     <£p\,
\p + q+r=m-l p + q=m j

p,q,r>0 p,q>0

where

(4.19) */*r-jf iP^P{aiP!-iQ,)}gaQl{aPty^,

(4.20) <?p\r=  I" (Play{a(Pl+iQl)}''aQl(aPiy^,

(4.21) *,,,- T {P¿)'Q,(aPty%

for nonnegative integers p,q,r. In other words, Cm(a, ■) may be written as a

constant times the sum of m(m + 1) operators of the form &„*„r and 2(m + 1)

operators of the form & q. Thus analysis of the commutators is reduced to the

analysis of the operators (4.19)-(4.21).

5. Reduction to quadratic estimates. For each positive integer/, 1 <j < n, we

define the scalar operator Q,t by setting QJt = tDjP,, so that

(5.1) ß, = ' Ê ß,,,*,-
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We shall sometimes write Px = P and Qj = DjP. For 1 <j < n, we define Y¡ = Q¡,

and we set Yn+1 = P. If A g C0°°(ä", C), then

sa
dx/(5.2) a = 2A =   £ a,«,,    where a,

v'-i

Now suppose that m is a positive integer, and let p, q, r be nonnegative integers with

p + q + r = m — 1. Let a = (ax,... ,am) be a multi-index of positive integers

between 1 and n, and let y = (yp + 2,yp + 3,- ■ ■ ,yp + q+x) be a multi-index of positive

integers between 1 and n + 1. Fox p, q, r > 1, we define the operators

(5.3)

(5.4)

(5.5)

Mx{t) = Mx{a,p,t)= Y\(P,aa),
7 = 1

p+q+1

M2{t) = M2{a,y,q,t)=    U    {Y    a   ),
j-p+2

m

M3{t) = M3{a,r,t)=      fl     (*„/,),
j-p+q+2

and, for p, q, r = 0 we set Mx(t) = M2(t) = M3(t) = I, the identity operator. Now

consider the scalar operator

(5.6) L = L{a,v,y, p,q,r)

/■oo At

= /o    Mx{t)QVi,a^M2{t)QVi4M3(t)-.

If we let

(5.7) L*(a) = sup||L(at, v, y, p, q, r)\\ov

(where the supremum is taken over all possible choices of a, v, y, p, q, r and | lop is

the norm as an operator on L2(R", C)), then there is a dimensional constant C(n)

such that

(5.8) £-i \-*p,q.r        °Zp,q,r)

p+q+r=m—l
p,q.r>0

< {C{n))mL*(a)

op

(5.9)

(where the operator norm is here taken as that for operators on L2(R", A„(C))).

We can calculate the operator norm of L by duality. Let/, g g L2(R", C), with

.2 = II2II2 = 1-Then

f   g(x)Lf(x)dx
Jb»

f / +i g{x){Mx{t)Q^,a^M2{t)Q^tM3{t)f}{x) ^f-

f / +i {Q^Mjr)g){x){aap+M2(t)QViJM,{t)f}{x) SL
dxdt
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where Mx(t) = Mx(a, p, t) is equal to I fox p = 0, and

Mx{t)=   Yliup-jP,)    if>>l-
7 = 0

(5.10)

If we let H • ||I denote the norm on L2(R"++\ dxdt/t), i.e

(5.11)

then we have

w-(/4j^oi2^p

(5.12) / n g{x)Lf{x) dx  < |ßFii,A/1(0g|2+|aa,+ 1M2(0ßr2,,M3(/)/|2+

by the Schwarz inequality. It is easy to see that aa    M2(t) is a bounded operator on

L2(Ä",C);infact

(5.13) ^^M2{t)\    <\\at
9+1

since H^Jlop < 1. Thus we have

(5.14) | op llallí.«   sup   ||ß,2,,Af3(0/|L    SUP    ßr„,^i(0g, •
ll/lb-i Ilgll2 = l

Thus the problem of estimating the operator norm of L (and consequently of =S?^   ,

and &~ r) is reduced to that of estimating quadratic expressions of the form

k

Qj,,U(aePt)f(5.15)
/=i

Similarly, analysis of J¡fp can be reduced to the same quadratic estimates. As in the

one-dimensional case, the operators P, and Q, satisfy certain identities which greatly

facilitate the analysis. We have

Proposition 5.1. Let P„ Q, be as above, and set A, = (2P, - I)Q,. Then

(5.16) P, = P2 + Q2,

(5.17)

(5.18)

(5.19)

tftP, = -2Ô,2,

tjtA, - ß, - 8ß,3.

Proof. The proof is straightforward, making use of the fact that P,, Q,, 2) and A

all commute (see also [4, Proposition 2]).   Q.E.D.

By virtue of (5.19), we see that

(5.20)

where

*■„-*„+*r„,

(5.21) *;*
dt

i W'^w'i
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and

(5-22) *;.,= /" (P,ayQl(aP,y^.

Integration by parts, together with (5.17), shows that

(5-23) ÍJ.f-2E^ + 2¿W
7=1 7=1

where, for q > 0 and 1 <j<p,

(5.24) ypJiq= Ç (P.ay-'QÏiaPy-iaAXaP,)^

and

(5.25) ^;w - /o°° {PlaYAta{Ptay-1Qj{aP,y-J^.

As before, the analysis of ^><7, <^,,7;(? and ^:9,_,- proceeds by decomposing each

operator into its scalar components and estimating the norms of the scalar operators

by duality. We are thereby reduced yet again to estimating quadratic expressions of

the form (5.15).

Let k be a positive integer, a = (ax,...,ak) a multi-index of positive integers

between 1 and n. We define

k

(5.26) M(k,t) = M(a,k,t)=UiaaPt)
i=i

and set M(0, t) = I. We shall show that there is a dimensional constant K(n) for

which

(5.27) ¡QiMk,^; < {K{n))k\\a\\U\f\\i

for all/ g (1,...,«}, k and a as above, a g Lx(R", C") and/g L2(R", C). In view

of (5.8), (5.14) and the analogous results for the operators £Cp , we shall then

conclude that

(5-28) 110,(0, /)||0,2 < m!(C(«))la||:,00||/||o.2,

where C(n) is a purely dimensional constant. We begin with

Lemma 5.2. There is a dimensional constant K(n) > 0 such that if 1 <j<n and

g(x, t) = g,(x) andf(x, t) = f,(x) are two functions on R"++1 satisfying

(5.29) y = sup|g,|    is an element of L2(R"),
t>0

dxdt'
(5.30) /,(*)    is an element of L2[R"++\-

then

y«00

(5.31) Gj = Djj     (P,f,)(P,g,) dt   is an element of H\R"),
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the atomic Hardy space, and

(5-32) ||C7jw,</:(«)||/||2+||y|¡2.

Proof. The operator P, is given by convolution with an L1 function p,(x) =

t~"p(xt~l), and we may write

00

(5.33) p{x)= £4-^(x),
A=0

where pk is supported in the ball of radius 2k centered at 0; and moreover, there is a

constant C independent of k such that

(5.34) \DßPM)\ <CT^k

for all multi-indices ß = (ßx,.. .,ß„) such that \ß\ = ßx +  • • • + ß„ < n + 1. Con-

sequently, we may write

00 00

(5.35) Gj= £   £4-*4-'<?OU,/),
k-01=0

where

/■OO

(5-36) G(j;k,l) = DJ       (pk,*f,)(Pll*g,)dt.

As a consequence of recent work of Coifman, Meyer and Stein on the theory of Tent

Spaces [5, 6] we see that G(j; k, I) is in H1(R"), and moreover,

(5.37) \\G(j; k, 0||ff, < K0(n)C2(2k + 2')||/||2+||y||2

for a purely dimensional constant K0(n). Therefore

(5.38) ||G,||ffl < ^o(«)C2||/||2+||y||2££(2* + 2')4-*4"'
k     I

^ K(n)\\f,\\+2\\y\\2

for a purely dimensional constant K(n).    Q.E.D.

Lemma 5.3. There is a dimensional constant K(n) > 0 such that if b g Lx(R"), g,

and y are as in Lemma 5.2 and 1 < j < n, then

(5.39) ||ôy,w>,g,||2+ < (a:(«)|HU + ||ß/-.,g,||2+)ll*Hoc.

Proof. It is easily seen that

(5.40) Ql.,bP,g, = P,{{tDjb\ -[P,g,]) + P,bQJjg,

whence

(5.41) ||ô7,,^g,||2+   4P<([tDM   -[P.gÜÍl    +II^Ô7.^ll2+

<|p,([í£>,Z>]-[/>,g,])|2+ +||è|U||Ô7,,dl2+-
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Now

(5.42) ||i>f([f0,¿]-[J>g|])|

=    sup

ll/,llî=i

=    sup

Il/,ll2+ = 1

//    jMP,{[tD,b\-[Ptgt\){x)^-

/ mb(x)[Djj" [P,f,](x)[Ptg,](x) dt\ dx

which is dominated by ^(rOHYlWI^II»' ty Lemma 5.2 and the duality of HX(R")

andBMO(/?").    Q.E.D.

Lemma 5.4. There is a dimensional constant K(n) such that

(5-43) Qh,M(k,t)f\\2 <;(*(«))*IM*.=oll/ll2.

Proof. If k = 0, we have QJtM(0, t)f = Qjtfand

,2\-2 dt

+        I   poc    r ,2        At

(5.44)     ||ö/,/||2  =   /    /   \Q,J{x)\ dxf
\J()      JR" '

= (2.r/2f/ i/^)i7%2# + r2iiiT27^

<(277r/2(i/j/(Di2^

1/2

jr" n

If k > 1, we have

(5.45) Qj,Mk, t)f= Qh,aaP,M(k - 1, t)f

Now let gk_x, = M(k - 1, t)f, and set

(5.46) Ya-i = sup|gA_i.,|.
i>0

\\yk-Ai^ iC(n))k-l\\a\t„\\f\\i.

We claim that there is a constant C(n) such that

(5.47)

For k = 1, this is obvious. If k > 1,

(5-48) |&-Js|aJ|PjlaJ|i»,|.   ■ kj|/>,||/| < fr&~¿\?f
n*-ii _iA-i,

where |/,| is the operator of convolution with the function \p,\. Since \p\ decays

rapidly at infinity, we see that

(5.49)
i*-ii

sup|P,|     \f\<Mk~lf,
r>0

where A//is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function of /(see [10, Chapter 3]). Since

M is a bounded operator on L2, we have (5.47). Combining (5.45), (5.47) and

Lemma 5.3, the result follows.    Q.E.D.
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Thus we have proven

Theorem 5.5. There is a purely dimensional constant C(n) such that

(5.50) K(a,/)||M < m!(C(,Orik"'.oo||/||o.2.

By a slight modification of our arguments, we obtain the following more general

result.

Theorem 5.6. Let A\A2,...,Am g Lip x( R ", C), and define, for 1 < I < n,

AmRi,     m even,
(5-51) K,:m

l A"',        m odd

(5.52) TLm(A\...,A"') = 8A¡o8A2° •••  °M*/,J-

Then there is a purely dimensional constant C(n) such that

(5.53) Ir,,«^...,^)/!^ m!(C(«))wini|v^'|u)||/||2

for every /g L2(R",C).

We have established

Theorem 5.7.  There is a purely dimensional constant C(n) such that for all

A g Lipx(R",C)with\\a\\xx < C(n)~l and for all g g L2(R", A„(C)),

(5.54)

00 -|

£  "Z7C«.(a'S)
n m«i = 0

< (i - cwMur'ugiio,,.
0.2

In   particular,   for   all   A g !Àpx(R", R)   with   \\a\\xoo < C(n)~l   and   all  /g

L2(R", A„(C)),

(5.55) \\HTf\\oa < (1 - C(n)\\a\\x,xy\l + ||«IU)||/||o.2.

In other words, HT is the restriction to real-valued functions A of a mapping, from

lApx(R", C) to the space of bounded operators on L2(R", A„(C)), which is complex-

analytic in a neighborhood of the origin.

6. Conjugations of singular integrals by changes of variable in R". Let A be a

real-valued function on R, which is the primitive of a function a in the unit ball of

LCC(R), and set h(x) = x + A(x). We obtain a bi-Lipschitz change of variable in R

when we define Uh by Uhf = f ° h. Then, if we conjugate the Hilbert transform by

this change of variable, we obtain

(6.1)       UhHUh' = ip.v.7 -        ) (1 + a(y))f(y) dy
77       J   x - y +(A(x) - A(y))

=  i £ck(a,(l+a)f)(x),
k = 0

where the Ck are the one-dimensional Calderón commutators. Thus the Hilbert

transform for the Lipschitz curve T = {x + iA(x): x g R} may be viewed as the

extension of this operation to purely imaginary functions.
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The analogous statement is not true with respect to the Hilbert transform for

Lipschitz hypersurfaces in A„(C): it does not arise in a natural way as an extension

of the conjugation of 9¿ by an analogous change of variable. However, as we shall

see, this conjugation in higher dimensions is a locally analytic function, in the sense

of Theorem 5.7; and moreover, the Fréchet differentials of this operator-valued

function are commutators of the type defined in Theorem 5.6.

Let A = (A1,... ,A"): R" -» R" have bounded Jacobian a = JA; that is to say,

(6.2) Halloo = sup
j.k

9AJ
3x,

< oo.

Let h: R" -* R" be the bi-Lipschitz function given by h(x) = x + A(x), and define

Uaf = f ° n- There is an open ball B centered at the origin in U°(R", M„(R)) such

that, for all a g B, the function h is invertible (and hence Ukl exists).

Now let 9t = (RX,...,R„) denote, as before, the vector operator giving the Riesz

transforms in R". Iff g L2(R", C), then for x g R",

(6.3)

where

(6.4)

9tf(x) = ;—p-v,
¿n + l JR

■I x - y

\x-y\
Y—Xfiy)dy,

_(n + l)/2

"+1     2T{{n + l)/2)

is the surface area of the unit sphere in /t"+1. Consequently, for all a g B,

(6.5)     Uh9¿Uh-lf{x) = 7^-p.v. /
x-y+iA{x)-A{y))

\x-y+{A{x)-A{y))
—xSÍy)dy,

where g(y) = |/A(y)|/(y), JA is the Jacobian matrix of h and \Jh\ is its determinant.

An elementary but extremely tedious calculation shows that

(6.6) T(a)f=Uh9tUk'f= £*»g,
7 = 0

where Kj(a) is an operator homogeneous of degree j in a, given by integration

against the kernel

(6.7)

for/ = 0, and

x - y

w» + i \x - y\
n+l

(6.8)       £ y(n, j, k)G2k_j(x, y)H2j_2k{x, y)\x - y\ \x-y)

+ L y(«, j -l,k- l)G2k_j{x, y)H2j_2k(x, y)\x - y\~"
k=p

-1-2*
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for/ > 1, where v = [(j + l)/2], /x = [j/2] + 1, and

(6.9) G2k.j(x, y) = [{x - y) -(A(x) - A(y))]2k'\

(6.10) H2j_2k(x,y)=\A(x)-A(y)\2j-2k,

(-l)k + l22k-'T(k+(n + l)/2)
(6.11) y(n,j,k)

77
(n+D/2 r(2k-j + i)T(j-k + i)

Further calculation (cf. [10, Chapter 3]) shows that

(6.12) y(n,j, k)G2k_j(x, y)H2j_2k(x, y)|x-y| " {x - y)

is the kernel of an operator which is, in turn, the sum of nk operators of the form

(6.13) \(n,j,k)T2k(B\...,B2k),

where

(614) «"■^^(u-Mi'-m^r

T2k is the vector operator (Tx2k, T22k,...,T„2k), where Tl2k is defined for 1 < / < n

by (5.52); and B1.BJg {A1,...,A"}, BJ+ï,...,B2k g ( X1,.. .,X"}, the coordi-

nate projections on R".

Similarly, we see that

(6.15) y(n, j - 1, k - l)G2k_j{x, y)H2j_2k(x, y)\x - yf~l~:

is the kernel of an operator which is, in turn, the sum of nk operators of the form

(6.16) \0(n,j,k)TL2k + x(B\...,B2k + '),

where

(6.17) \0(n, j, k) ={2k _. _ mj yk)]{lk + iyinJt.lk _ 1} ;

Tl2k + X   is   defined   by   (5.52)   with   1 < I < n;   and   B\... ,BJg {A1.A"},

Bl+1.B2k + 1 g {X1,.. .,X"}. Consequently, for7 > 1 we have, by Theorem 5.6,

(6.18) |*,(«)|l     <  £ \X(n, j, k)\nk^(2kV.(C(n))2k\\a\\'x
k = v

j

+ j:\\0(n,j,k)\nk(2k + l)\{C(n)yk + l\\a\\^,

k=fi

where the operator norm is from L2(R", C) to L2(R", C). Combining (6.14), (6.17)

and (6.18), we see that

(6.19) ¡KM^KkinyWaWl,

where k(n) is a purely dimensional constant. In view of the fact that the definition

of K/a) and the estimate (6.19) are also valid for a with complex entries, we have

Theorem 6.1. Let A = (A1,... ,A"): R" -* R" and suppose that a, the Jacobian of

A, is an element of LX(R", M„(R)). Set h(x) = x + A(x) and define Uhf = f°h; let
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B be a neighborhood ofO in LCC(R", M„(R)) such that h is invertible for every a G B.

For all a G B, define T(a) = Uh9¿Ukl. Then

(a) the Fréchet differentials of T are sums of n-dimensional commutators of the type

defined in Theorem 5.6; and

(b) T has a natural extension to functions a having complex entries, which is a

complex-analytic operator-valued function in a neighborhood of the origin in

LX(R",M„(C)).

This theorem may be extended to more general Calderón-Zygmund operators, as

follows.

Theorem 6.2. Let K be a bounded operator on L2(R",C) which commutes with

translations and dilations, and suppose that its symbol, ß, is a real-analytic function on

L„_!, the unit sphere in R". Then the mapping a -* UhKUh'1, defined for a G B ç

LCC(R", M„(R)), is the restriction of a mapping a -> Ka which is complex-analytic in a

neighborhood of the origin in LX(R", M„(C)).

Proof. For ease of notation we shall adopt the following conventions. We shall let

F denote the neighborhood of the origin in L°°(R", M„(C)) on which the mapping T

of Theorem 6.1 is complex-analytic. If P(9t) = P(RX,.. -,Rn) is any polynomial in

the Riesz transforms, and if a g V, we shall write P(9ia) = (P(9¿))a to denote the

operator P(T(ay). Clearly, a -» P(9ta) is a well-defined complex-analytic mapping

in V.

Let L°°(E„_i) and L2(T.„_X) denote the spaces of essentially bounded and

square-integrable complex-valued functions, respectively, with respect to normalized

surface measure on the unit sphere in R". The space L2(T.„_X) is equal to the

orthogonal direct sum
00

(6.20) 0 Hk,
k = 0

where Hk is the space of surface spherical harmonics of degree k on £„_,. Let dk

denote the dimension of Hk; then d0 = 1, dx = n, and in general, there is a constant

C > 0 such that dk < Ck"~2 for every k (see [11, Chapter 4]). If we let

(6.21) n={r<*\...,yj*>}

be an orthonormal basis for Hk, then the union of the £fk is an orthonormal basis for

L2(E„_,). With respect to this orthonormal basis, ß has the Fourier expansion
00

(6-22) £ Pk,
k = 0

where Pk G Hk is given by

</*•■:

(6.23) Pk - £ (ö, rf**)Yf>
7 = 1

and

(6.24) (ß,y/<>)=/      Q(f')#*>(«')<«'.
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Since ß is a real-analytic function on £„_,, it follows, by a theorem of Morrey and

Nirenberg (see [9]) that ß can be extended to a function ß which is harmonic in a

neighborhood of the unit ball in R". In particular, there is a constant r0 > 1 such

that, if we set |£| = r and £' = fir   , then for r < r0,

00

(6.25) 0(0-  LrkPkiï):
k-0

This series converges absolutely for r < r0; moreover, there are positive constants C0

and M0, with C0 < r0_1, such that

(6.26) |(ß,y/*>)|<M0C0*.

Now let us define, for a e F, the operator Ka by setting

(6.27) Ka = £ pk(9ta) = £ £ (a, y/>)y/*>(á?J.
A- = 0 fc-0/-l

We claim that the mapping a -* Ka is complex-analytic in a neighborhood of the

origin in V, and that its restriction to functions having only real entries is precisely

the conjugation of K by the change of variable Uh.

It suffices to show that the series T.f=0Pk(9¿a) converges absolutely and uniformly

to Ka for all a in a neighborhood of the origin in V. To this end, we will obtain

uniform estimates for

(6-28) sup   ||T/>(^j||op
l<j<dk

(where the operator norm is from L2(R", C) to itself) for all a in some neighborhood

of the origin in V.

We shall make use of the following observations. If p is a rotation of R", then the

operator Up, defined for/ g L2(R") by Upf = f ° p, is an isometry of L2(R"). If we

define the operator p^to be the vector operator given by the symbol ipi;', then the

jih entry of p9¿, denoted (p9t)j is equal to UpRjU~l. Now, if a has only real entries,

we have

(6-29) [(P#)y]a= UJU.RjU,1^-1,

where Uk is the operator of composition with k = p° h° p~l. Now k(x) = x +

A0(x), where A0 = p ° A ° p"1; the Jacobian matrix a0 of A0 is equal to p • (a ° p"1) •

p"1. Now, a0 has the same L°° norm as a; moreover,

(6-30) [iP®)Aa=Up[(RJ)ao}Up-\

Furthermore, it is not difficult to see that (6.30) continues to hold if a has complex

entries. Since Up is an isometry, we have

(6.31) H(p«)>±i(P*)*lJop-I(Ä7±«*)Ja|,

for all a g V, all/, k g {!,...,«}, and all rotations p.
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In view of the fact that the mapping a -» (Rj)a is complex-analytic and therefore

continuous in V, we see that for every e > 0 there exists 8 > 0 such that if a G V

with llalla < 8, then

(6-32) ||l(p*)j±ï(p»)*Uop <"!+.?

for ally,k g {!,... ,n} and for every rotation p.

Now, let SO(n) denote the group of proper rotations on R", and let dp be the

element of normalized Haar measure on SO(n). Let tj denote the north pole on

E„_i; i.e., tj = (1,0,... ,0). We let Z^k) denote the zonal harmonic of degree k with

pole tj (see [11, Chapter 4], for properties of Z^k)). It is not difficult to show that, for

1 </ <¿Aand£'e£„-i,

(6.33) Y<k>(r)-f        Y^(pV)Z^(p-Y)dp.
JSO( n )

Consequently

(6.34) r/A>(*.)-/ Y/k\pi,)Z^((p-^)a)dp.

Now suppose that x' = (x[, x2,.. .,x'„) = (x[, x) g £„_,. We claim that

(6.35) Z\k\x') = dk¡      ix[ + ix-y)kdy,

where dy is the element of normalized surface measure on E„_2. This follows from

the fact that Z^k) is the unique element of Hk which takes on the value dk at tj and is

invariant under rotations that leave r\ fixed (see [11, Chapter 4]). If dp is the element

of normalized Haar measure on SO(n — 1) and rj = (1,0,.. .,0) g E„_2, then we

have

(6.36) Z^(x') = dkf {x'x + ix ■ pi))k dp

= dkf (x[ + /(p-1*),)   dp,
•'SO(H-l)

where (p~xx)x denotes the first component of p_1jc. Consequently, if p g SO(n) and

a g V, then

(6.37)   z<*>((p-^)„)=¿J       {[(ppy^l-ilippy^jp,

where we consider p both as an element of SO(n - 1) and as an element of SO(n)

which leaves tj fixed.

If we choose e > 0 so that (1 + e) < Cul (where C() is the constant occurring in

(6.26)), then we can find 8 > 0 so that if a g Kwith \\a\\x < 8,

(6-38) |z<"((p-^)a)||op<¿,(l+e)A
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by (6.32) and (6.37). Thus, by (6.34),

(6-39) |y/*W|op<¿,(i + e)*.

Thus, by (6.26), (6.27), and (6.39), it follows that the series (6.27) converges

absolutely and uniformly to Ka for all a G V satisfying HaH^ < 8. Thus the proof is

complete by the remark preceding (6.28).   Q.E.D.
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